Curious about digital research and publications?

Want to see what kinds of digital projects we're doing at Western?

Need the tools and tech to start your own digital project?

Come to a

**Seminar Series in Digital Research**

co-sponsored by The Graduate College and University Libraries

**Events (all events will take place in Waldo Library, Classroom A):**

**May 30, 2:30 - 4pm:**
"Digital Gower and the Virtual Library” – Dr. Eve Salisbury

**June 4, 2:30 - 4pm:**
"The Challenges and Opportunities of Digital Publishing” – Dr. Kenneth Steuer

**June 5, 2:30 - 4 pm:**
"Alvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca and His Governorship of the Río de la Plata and other projects: Digital Manuscripts and Images” – Dr. Pablo Pastrana-Perez and Sheila Bair

**June 11, 2:30 - 5pm:**
**WORKSHOP** – Models and Resources for Digital Scholarship: Tools offered by Waldo Library and Beyond – University Libraries Digital Experts
(a chance to start planning your own digital project! Learn about tools and methods like data-mining, metadata, mapping, the WMU digitization center, and Scholarworks)

Please bring questions and ideas about how to apply these tools and models to your own research, and plan to stay to talk to our presenters and experts!

Scan code to register, or go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/digitalscholarship